The purpose of this work is to estimate the degree of uncertainty inherent to a given four dimensional computed tomography (4D-CT) imaging modality and to test for interaction of the investigated factors (i.e., object displacement, velocity, and the period of motion) when determining the object motion coordinates, motion envelope, and the confomality in which it can be defined within a time based data series. A motion phantom consisting of four glass spheres imbedded in low density foam on a one dimensional moving platform was used to investigate the interaction of uncertainty factors in motion trajectory that could be used in comparison of trajectory definition, motion envelope definition and conformality in an optimal 4D-CT imaging environment. The motion platform allowed for a highly defined motion trajectory that could be as the ground truth in the comparison with observed motion in 4D-CT data sets. 4D-CT data sets were acquired for 9 different motion patterns. Multifactor analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed where the factors considered were the phantom maximum velocity, object volume, and the image intensity used to delineate the high density objects. No statistical significance was found for three factor interaction for definition of the motion trajectory, motion envelope, or Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) conformality. Two factor interactions were found to be statistically significant for the DSC for the interactions of 1) object volume and the HU threshold used for delineation and 2) the object velocity and object volume. Moreover, a statistically significant single factor direct proportionality was observed between the maximum velocity and the mean tracking error. In this work multiple factors impacting on the uncertainty in 4D data sets have been considered and some statistically significant two-factor interactions have been identified. Therefore, the detailed evaluation of errors and uncertainties in 4D imaging modalities is recommended in order to assess the clinical implications of interaction among the various uncertainty factors.
Introduction
Four dimensional computed tomography (4D-CT) data sets are commonly used in treatment planning to provide images of anatomic motion that occurs within the delivery of a treatment fraction. It has been proposed that 4D-CT data sets be further used for dosimetric calculation (1-3), inverse planning optimization (4) and for breathing synchronized delivery (5). Furthermore, 4D image guidance modalities such as cone beam CT (CBCT) (6, 7) and dynamic MRI have been proposed as image guided radiation therapy modalities since it has been shown that in some cases the tumor motion trajectory can be variable throughout the course of treatment (8, 9) . An advantage of these 4D image guidance modalities is that they may allow for reduced set-up margins (10, 11) . In order to implement these modalities for these additional applications their inherent accuracy, or inaccuracy, must be determined. However, for each application the definition of Technology in Cancer Research & Treatment, Volume 9, Number 3, June 2010 accuracy can be different depending on whether one wishes to simply define the motion magnitude, the motion kernel, or to define the structure and shape of the anatomy throughout the breathing motion.
Variation in shape and volume of the gross tumor volume throughout the phases of 4D-CT data sets have been described in segmentation studies (12, 13) Furthermore, 4D-CT image artifacts and associated errors have been considered by previous investigators (14) (15) (16) (17) . These previous studies have, cumulatively, considered 4D-CT scans of phantoms with various motion magnitudes and periods, various motion kernels, and phantom delineation at various CT density levels. The image sets used in these studies were often compared to their respective known motion paths, CT densities, and object shapes in order to determine the accuracy of the 4D images.
In consideration of the findings in prior work on the subject, this study focuses on the statistical interaction of following three factors: the maximum object velocity, the object volume, and the density threshold used for delineation. In other words, prior studies have only considered the main effects (single factors) individually; this study not only considers main effects but also considers the possible interaction of multiple factors. The dependence of these factors is considered with respect to ability to determine: 1) the motion kernel, 2) the motion envelope (ME), and 3) the shape and volume of scanned objects. Furthermore statistical analysis was performed for the single factors in order to determine which had a greater influence on the ability to define the motion kernel, ME and the shape and volume of the scanned objects. It should be noted that this study only reports results for one method of 4D-CT acquisition. Similar studies for other 4D-CT acquisition methods and other 4D imaging modalities, such as 4D-CBCT and dynamic MRI may differ from those observed here. They can, however, still be analyzed employing the methodology outlined in this study.
Methods and Materials
A phantom was designed that consisted of 4 glass spheres embedded in polyurethane foam. The measured diameters of the four glass spheres were 48.25 ± 0.14 mm, 40.60 ± 0.15 mm, 34.84 ± 0.35 mm, 22.21 ± 0.09 mm for Spheres 1-4, respectively. The diameters were measured at 16 distinct points on each glass sphere and the uncertainty values result from the 95% confidence interval of the 16 measured diameters. The density of the glass spheres determined in a static CT scan was determined to be approximately 1700 Hounsfield Units (HU) and the polyurethane foam had an approximate density of -950 HU.
Nine motion trajectories were studied with maximum velocities ranging from approximately 1.5-4.0 cm s -1 . A motion platform was utilized (Respiratory Gating Platform, Standard Imaging Inc., Middleton, WI). The device provides sinusoidal motion in one spatial dimension with various motion amplitudes and periods that can be selected by the user. In this study, the motion was limited to being orthogonal to the plane of the bore which is typically along the inferior-superior axis of the patient reference frame. The nominal motion period and displacement settings that were used are shown in Table I with the associated maximum velocity of the sinusoidal motion. From Table I it can be seen that, of the nine investigated motion paths, four share a common maximum velocity of 3.14 cm s -1 (scans 1, 6, 8, and 9), three share a common displacement of 1.5 cm (scans 1, 2, and 5), and four share a motion period of 4.0 s (scans 4-7).
4D-CT scans were acquired on a 4-slice GE Discovery CT/ PET scanner (General Electric Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) with an infrared marker motion tracking system (RPM, Varian Medical Systems Inc., Palo Alto, CA). Clinical scanning parameters were used for the image acquisition in order to replicate realistic scenarios. Scans were performed in cine mode with a 2.5 mm slice thickness and a 0.4 s gantry rotation. It should be noted that it is unclear if other 4D-CT systems (i.e., helical acquisition, etc.,) or other 4D imaging modalities will result in significantly different results. For each scanning position, the cine mode acquisition time was performed for at least 0.5 s greater than the motion period. The scans were retrospectively phase sorted into 10 breathing phases (4D Advantage, General Electric Healthcare, Waukesha, WI). The motion tracking system utilizes infrared markers and an infrared camera. The markers were attached to a block on a string and pulley system that was attached to the motion platform, which the phantom was also placed on. This was intended to provide a direct link between the motion of the phantom and the observed motion by the infrared camera and marker system. However, a phase lag was observed employing an in-house motion tracking analysis system. The system compared the motion of markers placed on the string pulley The conformity of the glass spheres contours were compared to a volumetric model representative of the spheres determined from the measured diameters. The resolution of the representative models was 0.1 mm in all three spatial dimensions. The modeled glass sphere diameters were equal to the measured mean sphere diameter. The purpose of this was to compare each glass sphere contour to the true object shape. Observed motion data from the in-house tracking system was used to determine the position of the glass spheres at the midpoint of the 4D-CT phase interval for each 4D-CT phase dataset. False positive (FP) and false negative (FN) volumes were determined from the comparison of glass sphere contours and the representative spheres at the determined positions. From this data, the Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) (18) was determined for each automatic contour threshold in each phase of the 4D-CT data set. The DSC can be used to determine the extent of spatial overlap between 2 regions of interest. The DSC gives a higher weighting to parts where two regions of interest agree than where they do not and ranges between 0 (no overlap) and 1 (perfect overlap). Let R 1 and R 2 be the two regions of interest to be compared for overlap then the DSC is given by the following expression:
where denotes the volume of a region of interest. An average DSC was determined as the mean DSC value over all phases for a given glass sphere. Three-factor ANOVA, along with consideration of interactions, was performed with respect to the glass sphere volume, the HU threshold used to create the contours, and the maximum velocity of the glass spheres.
For factors determined to have a statistical significance by ANOVA, further analysis was performed with multiple comparison tests. Multiple comparison tests were performed with Scheffé's method (19) because it allows for unequal sample size and is the most conservative method. Scheffé's method is also robust regarding violations of the assumptions underlying ANOVA (i.e., homogeneity of variance and the normality of the underlying population). In order to assure the validity of utilizing parametric three-way ANOVA, the assumptions of ANOVA were tested via skew and kurtosis (normality) and by Levene's test (homogeneity of variance). The results are shown in Table II .
It can be seen that the ratio of maximum to minimum variance was less than 3.00 in all cases, which indicates that the parametric ANOVA is not appreciably degraded (20) (21) . It should be further noted that the sample sizes were equal among groups. system and those placed the gating platform. A mirror was then placed in order to reflect the markers on the gating platform such that the markers and their motion appeared parallel to the motion of the markers on the block, which was attached to the gating platform via the string-pulley system. Comparison of the gating platform motion with the motion of the markers attached to the string pulley system was performed for each motion technique used (cf. Table I ). The magnitude of the phase lag was determined to range from 1.49 ± 0.61 degrees to 3.42 ± 0.42 degrees. The magnitude of the phase lag had an inverse relationship with the phantom displacement. The uncertainty values represent the 95% confidence interval in the phase lag.
The Pinnacle 3 treatment planning system (TPS) (Philips Radiation Oncology Systems, Fitchburg, WI) was used to contour the glass spheres. Automatic contouring tools within the TPS were used to segment the images of the glass spheres at HU threshold values of -500, 0, 500, 1000, and 1500 in each phase of the 4D-CT data set. From the contours, the centroid position of the glass sphere contour was determined. Centroid positions were determined for each glass sphere at each automatic contouring threshold level. The mean disagreement in spatial coordinates throughout the 4D data set between the observed centroid position and the associated known position was determined for each glass sphere as well as each of the five automatic contouring levels. A threefactor analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed for the mean error in centroid position with respect to the following three factors: the glass sphere volume, the threshold used to define the spheres, and the maximum velocity of the spheres of the associated 4D-CT data set. Along with the three factors described previously, analysis was also performed for two-factor and three-factor interactions. The ANOVA was performed employing the statistical analysis toolkit within MATLAB (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA).
The extent of the motion of each glass sphere, called the motion envelope (ME), was compared to the known motion extent of the gating platform for the five displacements considered. MEs were created in the Pinnacle 3 treatment planning system for each glass sphere and for each of the automatic contouring threshold values. The known ME was determined from the measured glass sphere diameters along with measured displacements of the gating platform. The accuracy in defining the ME was analyzed by comparison of the observed ME magnitude with the known ME magnitude. Observed ME magnitude was defined as the distance from the superior most segmented slice and the inferior most segmented slice for a given sphere in the full 4D-CT data set. The difference in known and observed ME magnitudes was compared by a three-factor ANOVA test with respect to the glass sphere volume, the HU threshold used to create the contours, and the maximum velocity of the glass spheres.
Technology in Cancer Research & Treatment, Volume 9, Number 3, June 2010 motion phase. The known motion is shown with and without the phase lag correction (black and grey lines respectively). It can be seen that the correction for the phase lag results in better agreement between the known and observed motion coordinates. In Figure 1 the motion trajectories are shown for the cases with 1 cm and 3 cm displacement; it shows the data for Sphere 1 and Sphere 4 which are the largest and smallest of the glass spheres considered.
A multiple comparison test of the glass sphere velocities (cf. Figure 2) shows that there are multiple data set pairs that are statistically significant and a relationship can be observed where the increase in maximum velocity results in an increase in the mean tracking error. In Figure 2 the tracking error is the median tracking error for a 4D data set. Figure 3 shows all tracking errors data points throughout all 4D-CT with image sets. It can be seen that tracking errors are distributed with a mean of approximately 0 cm and most points falling between ± 0.5 mm, which is a fairly high degree of precision. It should be noted that this study was limited to motion in one dimension, therefore the tracking error will likely increase with motion in all three spatial dimensions. However, tacking error in the superior -inferior direction would be expected to be the greatest due to CT slice thickness resulting in limited resolution in that direction.
ME Magnitude
In terms of the comparison of the known ME and the observed ME magnitudes, the HU threshold used for the automatic contouring had the greatest significance (cf .  Table III ). Again a multiple comparison test was performed (cf. Figure 4) ; it can be seen that HU thresholds of 0 and greater result in underestimation of the ME magnitude while at the lowest threshold the observed ME magnitude tends to be an overestimate. The definition of the ME magnitude at 0 HU, which is slightly less than the half maximum HU intensity over the background, resulted in a mean error of close to 0 mm. It can be observed that there is a strong
Results
Results from the three factor ANOVA analyses are shown in Table III . Along with the reported P-values, the F-ratios are included in order to better compare factors with small P-values. The F-ratio is the ratio of the between-samples variation to the within-samples variation. Thus if the betweensamples variation is of the order of the within-samples variation we expect a F-ratio close to 1.0, in which case there is no real difference between the groups. It is important to note that F-ratios from a single factor and from interactions of multiple factors cannot be directly compared due to the large difference in the degrees of freedom used to determine the P-value. However, generalized comparison between factors with the similar degrees of freedom can be made.
Motion Trajectory
The observed motion of the glass spheres was compared to the known motion (cf. Figure 1) . In Figure 1 , the determined centroids of the glass sphere contours are shown at each automatic contour threshold value and they are compared to the known position of the glass sphere at the associated phantom object volume was also considered. Figure 5 shows contoured volumes throughout all phases of a given 4D-CT for two motion trajectories with maximum velocities of 1.57 and 3.93 cm s -1 for Sphere 1. It can be seen that the contours based on the 1500 and -500 HU thresholds result in the greatest variation in observed volume. It can also be seen that the change in observed volume is greater for the case with the greatest maximum velocity and that the observed change in volumes resembles the sinusoidal velocity pattern of the phantom motion.
linear relationship with the greatest HU thresholds resulting in the greatest underestimation of the ME magnitude. The dependence on the HU threshold is likely due to partial projection effects (17) as well as partial volume effects.
Conformity
In addition to testing the ability to define a moving object's trajectory and the ME magnitude, the constancy of the observed is greatest for the lowest HU thresholds. It can be seen in Figure 6 that the DSC does typically degrade in the phases (20% and 70%) where the associated velocity of the spheres is greatest.
The best conformity, as defined by the DSC, is found for contours based near half of the true density intensity over the background (cf. Figure 6 and Figure 7) , which is similar to findings in previous studies (17). It can further be seen from Table III and Figure 7 that a statistically better conformity was found
The DSC is determined in part by the FP and FN. Figure 6 shows distributions of the relative FP and FN volumes as well as the DSC for Sphere 4 for the case of a maximum velocity of 3.93 cm s -1 . The relative FP and FN volumes are obtained by dividing the FP and FN volumes by the total known volumes of the sphere under consideration. From Figure 6 it can be seen that the relative FN volume is greatest for the contours defined at HU thresholds near the true density of the glass spheres while the relative FP volume for the 500 and 0 HU threshold based contours and for larger sphere volumes (cf. Figure 7b ) and lower maximum phantom velocities (cf. Figures 7a and 7c) . The interaction between the factors Volume × HU Threshold and the Velocity × Volume were found to be statistically significant (cf . Table III and Figure 7 ). The interaction of Volume × Threshold was the strongest interaction observed over all the data considered. This is supported by the fact that the F-ratio associated with Volume × Threshold (F = 30.28) is much greater than that for any other two-factor interactions considered, including those for the tracking error and ME magnitude error data. It can be seen in Figure 7 that the effect of the HU intensity used to define the spheres was affected by the size of the glass sphere, i.e., the effect of varying the HU threshold was greater for the smallest sphere (S4) than it was for the largest (S1).
Discussion
Characterization of 4D-CT artifacts with respect to parameters such as the velocity and volume of the target structures as well as the HU level used to define them is necessary to determine the feasibility of implementing further uses of 4D-CT data in the treatment planning process. For the 4D-CT system investigated, interaction of multiple factors have been found to be statistically significant for some two-factor combinations, in terms of DSC (cf . Table III ). However, further investigation is required to determine how correlation of these factors is manifested clinically. In order to determine the clinical implications, anthropomorphic phantoms with defined intrafraction motion are likely required along with dosimetric analysis for the cases where 4D-CT data is proposed to be used in dosimetric calculations. Such proposed uses are to calculate dose on each breathing phase (1-3) and to optimize output fluence on each 4D-CT phase (4).
In real patient imaging cases it should be considered that patient anatomy is typically irregularly shaped and/or has inhomogeneous density. This may have an effect on the accuracy of a 4D imaging modality. Furthermore, 4D data sets are heavily dependent on breathing regularity (22-24) and different image binning algorithms are being considered to reduce the effects of breathing irregularities during image acquisition (25). These factors were not considered in this work in order to focus on the inaccuracies in a best case scenario in tracking well defined objects in a high contrast environment. Future work will include more realistic 4D imaging environments. An interesting study (26) has described the use of porcine lungs in a breathing chest phantom imaged with multiple modalities; however it may be beneficial to study a case where the true motion is user defined with a high precision in order to compare the motion in the image set with a known user defined motion. Furthermore, consideration of multiple factors for other 4D imaging modalities (i.e., CBCT, dynamic MRI, etc.) is also required for both simple and realistic motion phantom configurations. Since other 4D modalities tend to have larger uncertainties than 4D-CT (26) and some future motion management techniques propose to utilize multiple 4D imaging modalities, further intermodality comparisons are required.
This study defines errors in motion observed in 4D-CT, which agree with the work of others (i.e., the single factor ANOVA analysis in Table III ). However, this study has also considered interactions of multiple factors and has found significance in some two factor combinations for DSC. More work is required to determine how these interactions are manifested clinically.
Conclusion
One, two, and three factor ANOVA was performed for 4D-CT image sets of various sized high density spherical objects surrounded by a low density medium at various motion periods and trajectory lengths. For DSC conformality, some two factor interactions (Volume × HU Threshold & Velocity × Volume) were determined to be significant. Significance among single factors was found for definition of the motion trajectory, the motion envelope, and the DSC conformality. Similar analysis of other 4D imaging modalities is suggested as well as the intercomparison of these modalities. Finally, evaluation of errors and uncertainties in anthropomorphic phantoms is recommended in order to assess the clinical implications of interaction among uncertainty factors.
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